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Bolzano (Bozen), Italy
20 September 1961

Mr. Richard H. Nolte
Institute of Current Worl Affairs
366 Madison Avene
New York 17, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Nolte:

If one may operate on the basis of logic, rather than
of prejudice or rumor, one could reasonably suppose that the
Italian Government has instituted the Special Commission to
study the Alto Adlge problem because wiser heads have pre-
vailed for once in Rome, nd that they have prevailed by
arguing that re-starting direct Rome-Bolzsno talks will cut
Austria out of the pattern and re-establish the problem as
an Italian internal one, while simultaneously isolating the
terrorists an their supporters by bringing the rest of the
populace over to the sie of law and order, an that a suc-
cessful outcome of the Commission’s work will isolate the
Bozen radicals in turn, confirm the Bozen mo&erates who have
participated in the talks in their &ependance on Rome, an&
thus reduce the whole Alto A&ige problem to controllable size.

If this construction of the thinking of the Fanfani
Government is correct, we may be fairly optimistic about the
immediate work of the Commission. The truth is probably a little
less positive. It is an open secret here (all political secrets
in Italy are traditionally open) that some members of the
Government, notably Foreign Minister Segni, were opposed to the
new conciliatory policy. It seems reasonable to believe that
its chief protagonls was Interior Minister Scelba himself, an
opinion in which the South Tyrol parliamentarians, on goo
personal relations with him in Rome, concur. If this is so,
it also means that Seelba will consider himself under pressure
to deliver up anagreement also a hopeful sign. For their
part, the South Tyrolese members of the Commission with whom
lhve spoken seem to be aware that the Commission’s recom-
men&ations must not appear to make too many concessions to the
German-speaking minority, if the recommendati6ns are to win
official Government support before Parliament, since the Fan-
fani Government is already in political difficulties and must
still look to the nationalist Right for its Parliamentary
majority. This awareness, too, is hopeful.

On the negative side there are Segni and his (presumed)
faction in the Cabinet, the hyper-nationalist attitude struck
by almost the entire Italian press in the Alto Adie question,
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the related sensitiveness of Parliamentary/ deputies towar& any
apparent concession to German nationalism, and, bove all, the
continuing power of the terrorist organization to sabotage any
agreement by unifying Italian public opinion against concessions
"under uress of terrorist bombs".

It is also tufortunate, as the South Tyrolers have com-
plained, that the Government’s commitment to the Commission was not
mae clearer by the nomination of a Cabine minister as chairman.
However, the actual chairman, the Social emocrat Paolo Rossi,
seems a genuinely nemtral figure and a happy choice, an Minister
Scelba made a special point of installing the group in Rome with
his blessing an a long speech of good wishes. It may also be
tuafortunate, as the Al_to has complained, that the Italian-
speaking third of the population of Bolzao Province is represente
only by Italian parliamentarians from the sister-province of Trento,
whose interests are not identical with those of the Bolzanesi. But
these are not serious defects. (Nor is the nomination of Francesco
Pr.ugger as representative of the ain community, although the
maors of all the IIn townships afterward sent a joint letter
of protest to Rome, complaining that Prugger would in no case b
their choice of a representative.)

By the time you rea this, the Commission will have begun
its work, perhaps to the accompaniment of more terrorist bombs. I
think it is worth examining briefly what the ideal outcome, within
the limits of the politically possible, might look like.

If we accept that the interests of the inhabitants of
Trento Province are only marginally involve, to the extent that
no changes in the constitution of the Autonomous Region Trent ino-
Alto Adige should leave them with less autonomous powers than
they now have, two groups, an only--.wo, are vitally concerne
with this problem: the German-speaking South Tyrolese and the
Italian-speaking Alto Atesini of Bolzano Province, respectively
two-thirds and one-third of the population. The one Justifie..d.
anxiety an Italian Government would feel in granting her
measures of autonomy to the Province is that it would be delivering
up the local Italian minority to the doubtful mercies of a Pro-
vincial Government run by the present bosses of the SVP, with their
known anti-Italian passions an socially anti-progressive instincts
(if their social instincts are really progressive, as Friedl
Volgger tells me, this i_n_n not publically apparent).

Technically, of course all the inhabitants of the province ae
"Alto A.tes+/-ni" in Italian and "Sdtiroler" in German, whatevr
language they speak, but the distinction I have made througt
these letters is generally accepte as a verbal convenience.
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The point was put in more general terms by two Italaln-
speaking Bolzanesi, Giuseppe Farias and lidia Ienapace, botCH
Christian Democrats, in an article in the Bologna political
monthly I1 Mulino (August, 1961), which incidentally provides
the most-bj-e’ctie analysis of the Alto Adige situation I have
seen written by an Italian:

"In any democratic constituency, homogeneous from the
point of view of nationality, the majority is forme on the basis
of ideological and programmatic agreements of a politlco-aminis-

trative nature. The minority that results from this process can
aspire to become a majority by means of constctive criticism,
&irected at public opinion.

"However, in the Provincial Council of Bolzano the
majority an the minority are forme on the basis of the number
of cotucilors belonging to the two linguistic groupm, with the
result that the minority can never hope to become a majority,
unless one theorizes the breakup of the other linguistic grou.
This is a hypothesis unlikely to be verifie in reality, even
if the South TyrOlese group gives birth to more parties. It is
therefore evident that the minority group is destined to be u-
able to make is weight felt in important decisions that concern
its very existence and development..."

To remedy this situation, the present Autonomy Statute
superimposes the Region, combining Bolzano and Trento provinces,
in which the roles of majority an& minority as they exist within
Bolzano province are reverse. This solution is no solution.
As the I1 Mulino srticl:e points out, "it tended to transform the
relation-- ’tween the two provinces into relations between an, Italian province (Trento) and a ’German’ province (Bolzano)
in reality, the difficult problem of the equilibrium between the
two linguistic groups within the province of Bolzano was simply
not faced in matters tHat Cncern the province, an& in matters
that concern the region it was conditioned by another province,
which regarded autonomy as the realization of its own separate
asplrat ions for self-government ."

The solution is not rant "guarantees" of equal treat-
ment to the Italian minority in the province, as Governor
Magnago tactlessly suggested in a speech last winter (])R-35),
but (quoting I1 Mulino again) "to grant to both linguistic groups
in the province OT-Bozano the possibility of contributing
responsibly to the achievement of prosperity for the entire com-
mun+/-ty, in a mixed-language area, without leaving this responsi-
bility solely to the majority group." Suggestions for achieving
tkis goal include enlarging provincial representation in parlia-
ment from two senators and fotr representative to three senators
and six representatives, with the additional senator an representa-
tives reserved to the Italian-speaking minority.
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It is significant that every South Tyrolese politician
I talked to this week had read the I1 Mulino article and thought
it mae good sense. This is in itse-ifa considerable step for-
ward. basic problem here hs been the continued tendency of
Tyrolese leaders to think an talk as though the South Tyrol
were still exclusively a German-speaking community, as it was
before 1918. If Italians generally are unconscious that theirs
is a multi-lil state, the South Tyrolers have been equally
unconscious that theirs is a multi,lingual province. The
structure of the Autonomous Region, tening to pit "German"
Bolzano against "Italian" Trento, has encouraged this mode of
thought, as we have seen.

If ways are thus foun to assuage legitimate Italian fears
of SVP "dictatorship" in the Alto Adige, and to satisfy the legiti-
mate Italian desire to participate in the governing of the province,
what of the grievances of the South Tyrolese, which did, after
all, start the trouble?

The official demand of the SVP, seconded by the Austrian
Government before the United Nations lst autumn and in bi-lateral
talks with the Italians in Milan, Klagenfurt nd Zr+/-ch this
spring and snnmer, is "full autonomy". It seems pointless to go
again into the arguments that have surrounded this &mand for
the past 15 years (DR-15). The phrase is subject to varying inter-
pretations, but what is important today is that it has become a
catch-phrase, a panacea for the South Tyrolers and an anathema
for the Italians. Perhaps the Austrian Foreign Office still takes
it at face value; I doubt if the South Tyrolese politicians do.

Three South yrol representatives on the Special Com-
mission have told me privately that they consider "full autonomy"
a goo& first bi in the bargaining that is about to begin. This
implies rainess to lower their sights. How far?

One leaing SVP politician, of "moderate" stamp, but who
perhaps shoul remain anonymous here, put his personal views this
way: (I am paraphrasing him, so cannot use quotation marks)
The Italians look as though they are r_ad, at long last, to make
concessions to our legitimate desires. But, given the state of
Italian public opinion and of the Italian Chamber of Deputies, no
dramatic changes in the Autonomy Statute could ev.cr be made law.
I &o not think this is necessary; I believe we can get what we
want within the framework of the existing Statute, an that Scelba
is ready to help us. This will only come after hard bargaining,
He will make offers generous enough to test us; if we refuse them,
the Government will be able to say that we do not want peace, but
are really aiming at self-determination, at Anschluss with
Austria. Against that threat they know what -measure to take.

We must have more opportunity for our people in public
employment (DR-16). This means a special bi-lingual entry exam-
ination, an gurantee that a South Tyroler on public service



will not be sent out of the Provnce unless he wishes to be.
I think the Italians are ready to meet us on that one.

We must have adequate power to administer our own
German-language schools and cultural affairs, without tedious
and unnecessary bureaucratic interference from Rome. The same
applies to economic development, which must be geared to local
conditions, which are different from those of the rest of Italy,
as is the problem of public housing. In industry and commerce
we must insist that the native labor force is ially employed
before jobs go to workers from other provinces. These will be
more difficult matters. But it can be done within the frame-
work of existi statutes, without touching the constitution...

If this man is right in his optimism, this will make a
good start. Distrust an& lack of communication between the
two national communities ill remain. One has only to hear a
Tyrolese child of seven repeat phrases like "Wop pigs’."
("Welsohe Sehwelne") to know that it will take more than a
generation fr dislike to vanish if it ever does. The
"South Tyrol problem" will not disappear. But it might be got
own to manageable size become a provincial problem and
cease to he a European one.

uch depends on whether the Romans are sincere or not,
on the sharpness and sensitivity of the South Tyrolese members
of the Commission, an& (umhappily) on whether or not the police
really have broken the bak of the terrorist organization-
as they are claiming, perhaps a little prematurely.

Yours sincerely,

Dennison Rusinow


